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Abstract 
Almost periodic but not periodic maps are constructed on a solenoid and on a “pseudo- 
solenoid”. Each of the maps can be extended to a homeomorphism of [w3 onto itself. 
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1. Introduction 
In the monograph Continuum Theory [3], Mayer and Oversteegen, having 
observed that, under certain circumstances, almost periodicity of a homeomor- 
phism implies periodicity (definitions follow), conjecture that an almost periodic 
homeomorphism of an hereditarily indecomposable continuum is necessarily peri- 
odic. Mayer, at the topology conference in Charlotte, NC, in March 1992, even 
proposed to drop the word “hereditarily”. We note here that the map on the 
pseudo-arc which was sketched by Wayne Lewis (in the paragraph starting with the 
words “By making Td homeomorphic to Tcpij.. . ” of [2, p. 8311 is almost periodic 
but not periodic. In this paper we construct almost periodic but not periodic maps 
on the dyadic solenoid and then on an hereditarily indecomposable “pseudo- 
solenoid” in such a way that they can be extended to homeomorphisms of R3 onto 
itself. Similar methods can be applied to other nontrivial solenoids and pseudo- 
solenoids, but not to the pseudo-circle. We conjecture that each almost periodic 
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homeomorphism of the pseudo-circle is periodic, but we do not have a proof. It 
would also be interesting to know whether there is a homeomorphism of the plane 
which is almost periodic but not periodic on some hereditarily indecomposable 
continuum. It seems that the abovementioned homeomorphism on the pseudo-arc 
constructed by Lewis is neither extendable to a homeomorphism of the plane nor 
even to a homeomorphism of R3. 
A homeomorphism h is periodic if there is a positive integer n such that h” (the 
exponent denotes iteration) is the identity. 
A homeomorphism h is almost periodic if, whenever E > 0, there is an integer N 
so that for each positive integer PZ there is a positive integer m so that I m - n I < N 
and dist(h”Yx), x) <E for each x in X. 
A continuum is indecomposable if it is not the union of two proper subcontinua. 
It is hereditarily indecomposable if each of its subcontinua is indecomposable. 
2. Extension of maps on inverse limits of circles to homeomorphisms of R3 
Let S1 denote the unit circle (I z I = 1) in the complex plane, and let D denote 
the unit disk ( I z I G 1). Let p be the projection of S1 X D onto S’. Let c : S1 -+ S’ 
x D be defined by c(z) = (z, 0). By r,, we denote rotation counterclockwise 
through an angle of 21r/2”: T,(Z) = ze2.rri/2”. Let K, : S’ X S1 + S1 X S’ be defined 
by K,(S, t) = (r,(s), t). 
In this section we will consider a commutative diagram 
sl .+L s’ 2+ sl A . . . 
and prove (under certain assumptions) that the induced map on the inverse limit of 
the system 
fl f2 f3 
~‘c~lc~‘c . . . 
can be extended to a homeomorphism of R3. For the sake of simplicity, we assume 
that each f, is a piecewise linear map of degree two. It should be noted here that 
Theorem 2.2 would remain true for not necessarily piecewise linear f,, of degree at 
least two. Also m’s could be replaced by other periodic rotations. 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f,, : S1 + S1 is a piecewise linear map of degree two such 
that f,, Om=r II_ 1 0 f,,. Let y be a positive number. Then there is an embedding 7, of 
S1 x D into itself and there is a homeomorphism g, of S1 X D onto itself such that 
(1) I c o p o T,(X) - T,(X) I < y, 
(2) p or,oc=f 
(3) r,_,op =pz’g,, 
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(4) gnISIXS1=K,_i, 
(5) g, 0 Tn 1 S1 X S’ = 7, o K,, 
(6) diam(r,({t} X D)) < y for each t E S’, and 
(7) diam(g,(r,({tl x D))) < y for each t E S’. 
Proof. We may assume that y < 1. Let D’ denote the disk {.a E C I I z I < yl. Let Z 
denote the counterclockwise arc [l, r,_,(l)1 c S’. Observe that if z E f;‘(Z) then 
--z belongs to a different component of f;‘(Z). Note also that f;‘(r,_l(s)) = 
r,( f;‘(s)) for each s E S1. There is a map a, from f;‘(Z) into the interior of D’ 
such that a,(--~) = -V&Z) for each z E f;‘(Z) and a,(r,(z)) = r,(o,&z)) for each 
z E f;‘(l), and the map w,, : f;‘(Z) + S1 x D’, defined by w,(z) = (f,&z), a,(z)), is 
a piecewise linear embedding of f;‘(Z). Let J denote the half-open arc Z\ 
{rn_ i(l)}. Observe that the sets f; l(Z), r,$ f; l(J)), . . . , r~“~l-l( f; ‘(J)) are mutu- 
ally disjoint and their union is S1. So for each z E S’ there is exactly one 
j(z) = 0,. . . ,2”-’ - 1 and exactly one s(z) E f;‘(J) such that r$‘)(s(z)) = z. De- 
fine u : S’ -+ D’ by a(z) = r;l’(“)(a,(s(z))). Let w: S1 + S’ X D’ be defined by 
O(Z) = (f,(z), a(z)). Clearly, o is a piecewise linear embedding of S1 into the 
interior of S’ x D’. 
Let 5 be a homeomorphism of D onto itself so that 5 I S1 is the identity on S’ 
and ,$1D’=r,ID’. Let g,:S’XD --+S1 XD be defined by g,(s, t)=(r,_,(s), 
t(t)). Observe that g, 0 w = w 0 r,,. 
Let A be the counterclockwise arc [l, r,(l)] c S’ and let B denote [l, r,(l)). Let 
C be a flat disk contained in the interior of S1 X D’ so that w(S’) I-J C = {w(l)), 
w(l) is in the interior of C, o(S’) passes through C from one side to the other and 
the sets C, g,(C),. .., n g2”-‘(C) are mutually disjoint sets of diameter less than y 
contained in the interior of S1 X ZY. Since w is piecewise linear, there is an 
embedding r : A X D + S’ X D’ such that dt, 0) = w(t) and diam(r({t} X D)) < y 
for each t EA, r({l) X D) = C, the sets 7(B X D), g,(T(B X D)), . . . , ginP1(T(B X 
0)) are mutually disjoint and r(r,(l), d) = g,(r(l, d)) for each d ED. 
Finally, we define T, : S’ X D + S’ X D in the following way. For each z E S’ 
there is exactly one k(z) = OJ,.. . ,2” - 1 and exactly one b(z) such that 
rkcz)(b(z)) = z. Let ~~(2, d) = g, n k’“‘(T(b(Z), d)). It may be readily verified that g, 
and T,,, thus defined, satisfy the lemma. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that, for each positive integer n, f,, : S’ -+ S1 is a piecewise 
linear map of degree two such that rn_ 1 0 f,, = f,, 0 r,. Let A denote the inverse limit 
of the system 
fl fz f3 
S1tS1cS1c . *. 
and let r’ : A -+ A be the map induced by the rotations rO, rl, r2,. . . . Then there is an 
embedding A : A + R3 and a homeomorphism h of R3 onto itself such that A 0 f = 
h 0 A. 
Proof. Let &, be an embedding of S1 x D into R3, let F,, = 1 and let h, denote the 
identity on R3. For each n = 1,2,. . . , we will define by induction an embedding 4, 
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of S1 x D into +,_,(S’ XD), a homeomorphism h, of +,_&Sl X D) onto itself 
and a positive number E, such that 
(4) h,O~,_IISIXS1=~,_loK,_l, 
(5) h, 0 4, ( ii1 X s’ = 4,,0 K,, 
(6) diam(4,({t} X II>> < E, for each t E S’, 
(7) diam(h,($,({t} x D))) < E, for each t E S’, 
(8) E, < 2-“E,_, (hence E, < 2~“), and 
(9) I #&,k(tN - &_,(c(s>)l > 3En for each s,t E S’ such that I fj,Js) - 
fj,,(t)l >2-” for some j=O,...,n, where fi,n denotes fj+lOfj+2’ -** of,. 
Suppose that c#J~_~ has been defined. We will define E,, 4, and h,. Let E, be a 
positive number satisfying (8) and (9). There is a positive number y such that 
diam(+,_,(Y)) < E, for each set Y c S1 X D so that diam(Y) < y. Now, we apply 
Lemma 2.1 and get g, and T,, satisfying its conclusion. Let 4, = &_1 0 T,, and 
h, = 4n_1 0 g, 0 4~2,. Observe that the conditions (l)-(7) follow from the corre- 
sponding conditions of Lemma 2.1. So the construction is completed. 
We will need the following two claims. 
Claim 2.2.1. Let j > n and let x E 4j_ ,(S’ X D). Then I h,(x) - hi(x) I < 2--nf2. 
Proof. If k an, let yk E~~(S~ x S’) such that p 0 c#J~‘(~)=Po 4,‘(x). BY (81, 
I hk(y) - h,(x) I < &k. By (31, p o 4;’ o h,+,(Y) =P” $kl o hk+&X). SO by (7), We 
get 1 hk+l(Y) -h,+,(x) I < &k. Since h,(y)= hk+Jy), it follows that 1 h,(x) - 
hk+&x) I < 2~~. Now the claim follows from (8). 0 
Claim 2.2.2. 1 4j 0 c 0 rj(t) - hj+I 0 4j 0 c(t) ( < s-j for each t E S1. 
Proof. Denote +j 0 c 0 rj(t) and hj+l 0 c$~ 0 c(t) by u1 and u2, respectively. Observe 
that p o ~I:1<u,) = rj(t). Since rj 0 p 0 4,r1 =p 0 c#P:’ 0 hj+l, it follows that 
P’~,~‘(U2) =p”~~~‘“hj+lo~joc(t) 
=rj~p~$I~l~$j~c(~) =rjopoc(t) =rj(t). 
Hence we proved that p 0 +,:‘<u,> =p 0 c#J,:‘<u,>. Now the claim follows from (7) 
and (8) for j. q 
Let x=(x0,x1,... ) be an arbitrary point of A. By (21, x,_~ = f,(x,) = 
p 0 c&J, 0 4,o c(x,). So by (1) 
lAOC(X,) -A-lOc(X,-I) I <En* (*) 
By (8), the sequence {+,o c<x,>>;=~ converges. Let h(x) denote its limit. It follows 
from (8) and (*) that 
I&OC(X,) -h(x)1 <2_%,. (**) 
Thus A is a continuous map onto n~=+$,(S1 XD). 
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To see that A is one-to-one, suppose that y = (yO, yl,. . .> is a point of A 
different from x. There is some j so that xi # yj. There is an integer IZ > j so that 
Ixj-yjI >2-“. From (9) we get I~n_l~~(~,_l)-~n-l~~(~n-l)l >3~,. Using 
(*> and (* *) applied to both x and y we get A(x) # A(y). 
The following claim will be needed later. 
Claim 2.2.3. 1 h, 0 A(x) - A 0 r’ 0 A-‘(x) 1 < 2-n+3 for each x E A. 
Proof. Like before, let x = (x0, x1,. . .I. By (* * 1 and continuity of h,, there is 
j > n so that 
Ih,o$joc(xj) -h,oA(x)I <2-“. (a) 
By Claim 2.2.1, 
Ih,~~j~c(x~)-hj+~~~j~Cc(xj)I <2-n+2. 
By Claim 2.2.2, 
Ihj+l o~joc(xj>-~j 0 c 0 Tj( Xi) I < 2-j < 2-“. 
Since f(x) = (TJxJ, rl(xl), . . . ), by using (* *> for F(x), we have 
1 4j 0 c 0 rj( xj) - A 0 f(x) 1 < 2-j < 2-“. 
Combining (a), (b), (c) and (d) we get the claim. 0 







for x E R3\&(S’ X0), 
h,(x), for~E~,_~(S~xD)\~~(SlxD), 
A+A-l(x), for x E n;=&(Sl XX). 
To complete the proof of the theorem we need to prove that h is a homeomor- 
phism. Clearly, h is a bijection of R3 onto itself. We will prove that h is 
continuous. If follows from (3) and (4) that h is continuous on R3\ n ~=O&&!?’ x 
X1. We will prove that h is continuous at each point x E rl ~=o$n(S’ x D) = A(A). 
Let E be an arbitrary positive number. There is an integer n so that 2-n+4 < E. 
Since h, is continuous, there is a positive number 77 such that I h,(x) -h,(y) I < 
2- n+l for each y E +,_,(S’ x 0) so that I x -y I < 77. Since h is continuous on 
A(A), it is enough to prove that if y E $j_l(S’ X D)\#I~(S~ X 0) for some j &II 
and Ix-y1 <q, then Ih(x)--h(y)1 < E. In this case, h(y)=hj(y). By (* *), 
I h,(y) - hi(y)1 < 2-” and thus I h,(x) -h(y) I < 2-“+‘. Since I h,(x) -h(x) I < 
2- n+3 by Claim 2.2.3, we get that 1 h(x) -h(y) I < 2-n+2 + 2-n+3 < 2--n+4 <E. 
0 
3. An almost periodic but not periodic map on a pseudo-solenoid 
We will start this section with an example of an almost periodic but not periodic 
map on the dyadic solenoid. Let f: S’ + S’ be the map defined by f(z) =z2. 
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Plainly f 0 rn + I = r,, 0 f. Let _Z be the inverse limit 
&lf~lf . . . . 
The sequence rO, rl, r2,. . . induces a homeomorphism r’ on 2. The map F2” leaves 
only the first n + 1 coordinates of a point in Z fixed, so it is apparent that r’ is 
almost periodic but not periodic. Using Theorem 2.2, we get the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. There is a homeomorphism of R3 onto itself which is almost periodic 
but not periodic on the dyadic solenoid. 
Now, we will modify the previous example so as to make it hereditarily 
indecomposable. As before, the continuum will be constructed as the inverse limit 
of a sequence of maps on the circle, each of degree two, and the almost periodic 
homeomorphism will be induced by the maps rO, rl, r2,. . . as before, but we install 
sufficient crookedness in the maps fl, f2,. . . so that the inverse limit 
f3 
&l$p+ . . . 
is hereditarily indecomposable. 
We first introduce some notions to aid in the proofs of indecomposability. If X 
is a metric space, let 9’(S, E) = (y EX I d(x, y) < E for some x E S}, where d(x, 
y) is the distance from x to y. If A and B are compacta let 
6(A,B)=inf{ylA~zZ?(B,y)orB~%‘(A,y)}. 
If f is a function let 
6(f) = sup{ 6( f (A), f(B)) I A and B are intersecting continua}. 
Using the well-known crooked pattern (see [ll) 1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 
5 , . . . one has the following: 
Proposition 3.2. If y > 0 and C and D are arcs with endpoints cl, c2 and d,, d, 
respectively, there is a map f from C onto D with f(cl) =d,, f<c,> =d2 and 
S(f) < y. 
We also need the following: 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that a < c < b, g : [a, b] -+ [u, VI, g(c) = v, h : [u, VI +X and 
f=hog. Letf’=f I[ a, c] andf”=f I[c, b]. Then Nf>=max(6(f’>, S(f”>). 
Proof. Suppose that A and B are intersecting continua in [a, bl and S( f(A), 
f(B)) = E > 0. We will show that E 6 max(6( f’>, 6( f “)I. We may suppose c E A 
and B ~[c, b]. g(A) = [t, v] for some t. Since g(B) $Z [t, v], there is d > c with 
g(d) = t. Let d be the largest such. Now [c, d] n B # fl since t l g(B). f(A) = f<[c, 
dl) so 6(f(A), f(B)) = 6(f([c, dl), f(B)) Q S(f’). 0 
For n = 0,1,2,. . . , S, will denote the unit circle in the complex plane. The maps 
fn:%+Sn-1 will be constructed inductively. We will denote fi+l 0 fi+2 0 . - * 0 fj 
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by fj,j. The maps r, will be as before. We shall construct the maps f, in such a 
way that 
if k < n, then 6( fk,n) < 23-n, (a,) 
r n-l”fn=fnorn. Rz) 
Let fI(z>=z2, and suppose fl,f2 ,..., fj_l have been constructed. There is a 
number LY so that, if diam(S) < LY, then diam fk,j_l(S) < 23-’ for k = 1, 2,. . . , j - 2. 
If 6( fj> < a, then condition (aj> will be satisfied. We construct fj so that 6( fj> < a 
and (bj) is satisfied. 
Let E(x) = e2+X. Let /3 > 0 so that, if S c R and if diam(S) <p, then 
diam(E(S)) <(Y. 
Let Ui, Ui ,..., Uzj,. . . be defined by vk = r:(l). Let wk = r:,k:l(l). Let Ik be the 
counterclockwise arc [ vk, .Q+~]. By Proposition 3.2, there is g’ : [ vo, wo] -+ [O, 
1 + 1/2j-l] so that g’(v,) = 0, g’(w,) = 1 + 1/2j-l and 6(g’) < p. Let g” :[w,,, 
vi] + [l + l/2’-‘, 1/2j-‘] so that g”(w,) = 1 + 1/2-l, g”(v,) = 2j-1 and 6(g”) 
< p. Let g = g’ u g”, and let g = E(g). Let vb be the last point in [ vo, wo] whose 
image under g’ is l/2’-‘. Observe that 6(E(g’)) <(Y and NE(g”)) < CY so that, 
using Lemma 3.3, we have 6(g) = 6(E 0 g’) < LY. Define fj(x) = vt -g(r,:k(x)) for x 
in I,. It is clear that fj thus defined is continuous and satisfies (bj). We prove 
6( fj> < a. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that the continua A and B intersect and 6(fj(A), 
fj(B>> a a. There must be some k so that A U B c Zk U Zk+l. Let U; = l,!<vb>. Since 
[u;, wkl and [wk, u~+~I are both mapped to the whole circle, A u B cannot contain 
vi. We now apply Lemma 3.3 with a = v;, b = vk + 1 and c = vk + 1 to conclude that 
6(fi(A>, fj(B>> <a. We thus have fl, fi, . . . with (a,> and (b,) satisfied. 
Let r be the inverse limit of the system 
Let ri : r + Si be the projection. 
Proposition 3.4. r is hereditarily indecomposable. 
Proof. If A and B are intersecting subcontinua, neither containing the other, then, 
for some i, their projections Ai = r,(A) and Bi = r,(B) are intersecting arcs with 
6(A,, Bi) > 0. Pick an index IZ > i so that 23-” < 6(Ai, BJ Now S(fi,,) < 23-” but 
6( fi,,> a 2X fi,,(rnU)), fi,,(rn(B))) = iXA,, BJ a contradiction. 0 
Let r’ : r--f r be the map induced by the rotations rO, rl, r2,. . . . Observe that 
Proposition 3.5. r’ : r + r is almost periodic but not periodic. 
Applying Theorem 2.2, we get the following result. 
Theorem 3.6. There is a homeomorphism of R3 onto itself which is almost periodic 
but not periodic on an hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
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